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Abstract

A subsystem of linguistic analysis of microblogs was developed in order to design automated classification of social networks’ users. Development is an integral part of the general information system of intellectual analysis of natural-language content of social networks. As a result of the work, a chatbot for the Telegram messenger was developed, allowing the use the associative and emotional features of microblogs’ text to classify network users.
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Introduction

The relevance of research. We live in an age when the amount of information produced by a human is greater than ever and the volume of that data is increasing every day. Though, one can gain significant benefit from this information only when properly processed and analyzed [1].

Now, gigabytes of new data of various kinds are being created every moment around the world: new pictures are being taken, videos are being recorded, hundreds of reviews are being made in online stores, thousands are commenting on Facebook entries, dozens of reviews are being made for movies in online cinemas, stock prices are soaring, then they fall. And much of this raw information is practically useless. To get benefit from it, one has to filter and process them. At a time when technology was not so advanced, these operations had to be done manually. It took hours, days, weeks, sometimes months.

Considering the fact that earlier the information for processing was several times smaller, it is easy to understand that it is simply impossible to process such volumes manually. Therefore, many algorithms have been developed that allow these operations to be done using computer technology. Analysis of such methods in relation to natural language processing will be represented in this paper [2].

Social networks are an essential part of the Internet. They have spread our everyday lives and it is rare to meet a person who does not have an account on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter or the forbidden Vkontakte – and even everyone at the same time. It is through these resources that people quickly receive and disseminate information, communicate. But modern social networks are not just a place to chat with friends online. They are a good playground for marketing, sociological research, dating, interest grouping, information, influence, advocacy, intelligence tool for identifying socially dangerous elements and more. User classification algorithms are already widely used by social networks themselves to support user engagement [3].

The purpose of the study is to improve the classification of social network participants by a specific attribute for a wide range of people based on creating the chatbot that would analyze users’ profiles, news and reactions of people in social networks to the important events.

Tasks solved in the work: determining and description of the key approaches of NLP, reviewing existing libraries, developing methods for automated classification of social network users on the base of content and sentimental analysis, development and testing the chatbot as appropriate software.
The object of study is the process of processing information to people classification in the social networks. The subject of research – methods of automatic classification of participants of social networks. Research methods: analysis, analogy, modeling, classification and experiment.

The scientific novelty is to automate the construction of methods for classifying social network participants. Unlike existing solutions, the proposed development will work on the basis of associativity (words and concepts will be grouped by semantic similarity), which allows improving the quality of classification of social network participants. The other thing that is unique is that everything is managed via chatbot which makes using the software extremely easy and comfortable.

Practical value. Created models, algorithms and software can be used for corporate, government, or personal purposes, for example, observing a specific sample people in sociological research, finding a target group experience in marketing research, identifying psychologically unstable or potentially dangerous individuals for society, etc.

1 Work with Twitter API

To start work with Twitter API we have to register in Twitter in order to apply for a developer account. Next step is to create an application. Since in the recent year the process of Twitter application registration has become more complicated (the developer has to write quite a long and descriptive text with the reasoning why he needs to access Twitter data), we will use an old application (figure 1) that has been created in 2018 within the confines of writing the bachelor thesis – Twitter allowed old applications not to reregister. The only thing we need from it are keys and tokens, so it suits perfectly. There are four credentials we need to access Twitter: API key, API secret key, access token, access token secret. This data is confidential and only developer should have an access to it.

![Figure 3.1 – Our Application in Twitter](image)

For more convenient work with Twitter API we will use a special Python library – Tweepy, it works well with the tweets, longer than 140 characters and is brief and reliable.

2 Interaction with Telegram Bot API

As we mentioned before, Telegram has a bot that is a boss of all other bots. Its name is BotFather. BotFather is a very handy tool that simplifies and standardizes the creation of apps of this type (figure 2). To create a bot, we will send him command /newbot. After that bots offers us to write a name and username for our bot (figure 3). The main conditions – it must end with the word “bot” so the users will always understand that they are chatting with it, not with the human-being.
After bot registration we get access token that is secret and may is used for bot control. We also added a description – users will see it in the bot info window (figure 4) and about information that will be visible while
we just start our work the bot (figure 5). Telegram does not limit the developers very much, but kindly asks them to implement the standard command – /start and /help (as you may have noticed, all the commands in Telegram start with the slash). We implemented them in our bot as well (figure 6). It is done with the purpose to make bot usage intuitive and convenient.

Figure 4 – Bot Info
3 Application Functionality Overview

When we first open the bot, it gives us a brief explanation about its functions, as it is shown on the figure 6. To start bot user has to call /start command. After that bot asks how would user like to search the posts for
analysis. There are two options: by hashtag or some keyword or by username. These options are represented as keyboard buttons (figure 7).

After choosing a single option user has to input a number of tweets that must be analyzed. Bot represents a result of keyboard analysis (the quantity of keywords is limited to 10, because usually 10 keywords are enough to get the meaning of idea of text). It also shows us sentimental analysis of tweets. The keyboard and sentimental analysis is done on the basis of TextBlob tools. The diagram is built with the use of matplotlib – a library for data visualizing. In case if the search is done by username, we also get general information about his profile. It is important to remember that Twitter has daily limits, so it is impossible to use app if the limit has been reached. The result of application performance is shown on figures 8-11.

Figure 7 – Choosing a type of search
Figure 8 – Keywords analysis of tweets that contain hashtag “hongkong”

Figure 9 – Sentimental analysis of tweets that contain hashtag “hongkong”

Figure 10 – Keywords analysis of tweets of user with the username “elonmusk”
Conclusions

The chatbot application for semantic and sentimental linguistic analysis of the social media participants’ publications been developed. We were decided to create a chatbot in Telegram, since it is powerful and perspective messenger that has one of the best bot API and was a pioneer as the chatbot development platform. Twitter was chosen as a target social media since it is the greatest network for opinion exchange. Developed tool determines mood of the people.
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